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 bin and .cue file formats as well as all extensions of the ISO 9660 file system used by CD/DVD media. CDRoller can read
CD/DVD discs from PC, Mac, iPod, iPhone, or most other devices, regardless of brand, drive type, or version. (It works in all
versions of Windows, but only with the read-only option activated) CDRoller offers a wide range of powerful data recovery and
file recovery features, including the ability to split, join, copy, move, rename and merge files and folders. CDRoller supports all

major CD and DVD file systems, as well as most file types used on CDs, including ISO 9660, Joliet, UDF, and NASD.
(CD/DVD recordable/playback drive and drive letter must be set correctly for data to be extracted) CDRoller supports all major

CD and DVD media, including CD-R/RW, CD-R/RW+R, CD-R/RW+R DL, CD-RW, DVD+R, DVD-R, DVD+RW, DVD-
RW, DVD-RW DL and DVD+R DL. All media types can be read, copied, saved, saved as image files, and even written to. CD-

ROMs and DVD-ROMs are automatically detected and supported. CD and DVD media can be read from both PC and Mac.
CDRoller is designed to be fast and efficient. CDRoller achieves its speed through the use of the advanced Fast Array

Maximum Correlation (FAMC) algorithm, which speeds up DVD recovery even on the slowest hardware. CDRoller offers an
all-new user interface, with a clean and intuitive new navigation system. As a stand-alone software, the CDRoller can be

licensed either on a per-user or per-machine basis, and can be used on up to 100 computers at a time. CDRoller also supports
network workgroup sharing, so multiple users can work at the same time with one license. CDRoller offers pre-load for several
popular CD/DVD file formats, including ISO 9660, Joliet, UDF, and NASD. For all supported file systems, CDRoller can work
as a disc management application, CD/DVD burning tool, and CD/DVD image file converter. Version 8.70.50 of CDRoller is a
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